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SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 1

SCALE 2 : 1

9.000 mm (0.3543 in)

Noted
NOTE: This is the Bounding Box. It is an abstract geometrical shape, within which the Mounting bracket is defined.
Position tolerance as noted

Specification of profile dimensions and precision dowel holes

Section B-B

Scale 1:1
Position tolerance of Hole specifies on this sheet is 0.010 inches true position.

Specifications of:

- Clearance hole for screws mating to 6080-104 (30 PLCs)
- Clearance hole for screws mating to 6080-102 (2 PLCs)
- Thread holes for extraction of this part from 6080-102 (4PLCs)
Position tolerance of holes specified on this sheet is 0.010 inches true position

Specification of extra strain relief holes